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KATAOKA AKIJI SEITOSHO (YAMAAKI) / Founded in 1920

A creator who made numerous pots and spread
them all over the world
Founded by Akiji Kaoka in 1920s. Over the years, we have produced a wide
variety of products using Slipcasting or Moulded for various large and small
unglazed pots and glaze pots, and have been distributed domesticity and
overseas.
Particularly in mortars, light and well-drained porous, containing many ﬁne
pores, products are the characteristic as well as the appearance there are
many fans in Japan and abroad.
Once we were Tokoname's biggest bonsai pot manufacturer but currently
we have discontinued manufacturing.

YA01
Oval no edge pots with ﬂower
Glaze Type : White
Retail Price：JPY22,500
Size : W430 x D340 x H80㎜

YA02
Rectangle round corner pots
Glaze Type : White
Retail Price：JPY15,500
Size : W325 x D250 x H85㎜

YA03
Rectangle cutted corner pots
with feet
Glaze Type：Unglazed
Retail Price：JPY18,000
Size : W360 x D270 x H90㎜

■Catalog Information
■About orders
When ordering, please specify the product number, size, color
and quantity. If there is no stock, it takes time for delivery,
please contact us for details.
We also accept orders for special orders, please feel free to
ask me.
■About size and color
Size and color may diﬀer from what is shown. Please be
forewarned.
■About Shipping and Duties.
Shipping, duties and packing costs will be charged separately.
■About price display
The list price is the retail price. The listed price does not
include shipping costs. Prices are subject to change without
notice.
■Catalog expiration date
2020.4.1〜2021.3.31

Contact information
Tokonameyaki Cooperative Association
3-8 Sakaemachi, Tokoname city, Aichi, 479-0836
WEB：tokonamebonsaipots.com
Mail ：contact@tokonamebonsaipots.com
info@tokonameyaki.or.jp

Orders and Inquiries
contact@tokonamebonsaipots.com
info@tokonameyaki.or.jp

Website to know our philosophy
tokonamebonsaipots.com

Produce and Management
Tokonameyaki Cooperative Association
3-8 Sakaemachi, Tokoname city, Aichi
479-0836, Japan

